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Abstract 

The present paper addresses a question that, at first, can appear non-sensical: namely, can 

silence be more eloquent, meaningful, louder, than sound itself?  

It is in the apparent binary opposition of sound versus silence that a more complete 

understanding of the Nobel-Prize winning Italian poet Eugenio Montale’s first collection of 

poetry Ossi di seppia [Cuttlefish Bones] is made possible. More than that, by exploring how 

sound and silence play within Montale’s poetry, something emerges which has a broader 

implication that does not regard merely the circle of Italian literary scholars: namely, that the 

dichotomy of sound and silence is only apparent, since it can be deconstructed. Silence can be 

as eloquent as sound, if not more, as in Montale’s poems.  

As the composer John Cage provocatively asserted with his renowned 4'33" musical piece 

(which consisted of an orchestra remaining in complete silence for literally four minutes and 

thirty-three seconds) silence does not exist, in the sense that silence has a sound, just as music 

does. The sound of silence can be as eloquent as the sound of music.  

It is in silence that truth can find its voice and eventually unveil itself. Absence of sound is 

not synonymous with absence of meaning. Moments of silence are not empty and 

meaningless moments, but rather the most precious instants where things appear to betray 

their ultimate secret: ‘Vedi in questi silenzi in cui le cose | s’abbandonano e sembrano vicine | 

a tradire il loro ultimo segreto’ [See, in these silences where things | give over and seem on 

the verge of betraying | their final secret] (Ossi di seppia, ‘I limoni’ [Cuttlefish Bones, ‘The 

Lemon Trees’], ll.22-24). It is in the very absence of sounds, of words, that something comes 

into being, which is not void, but rather a more authentic, louder, more powerful and eloquent 

space. This space can, before anywhere else, be found in poetry – in the poetry of Eugenio 

Montale.   

 

Key Words: Eugenio Montale, Ossi di seppia, Twentieth-century Italian poetry, Hermetic 

poetry, Music, Sound, Silence, Richard Wagner, Claude Debussy, John Cage, Pierre Boulez. 

 

***** 

 

Ouverture 

So che l’arte della parola è anch’essa musica, sebbene abbia poco a che fare con le leggi 

dell’acustica’ [I am aware that the art of the word is music in itself, although it has little to do 

with the rules of the acoustic].
1
  

Poetry and music are intimately related as the element of sound is essential to both of 

them. To Montale ‘[la] poesia, che in se stessa è già musica, una musica di secondo grado 

degna, o non indegna, della prima’ [poetry, which is already music itself, a music of second 

degree that may deserve, or may not, to be first].
2
 

Throughout his life, the Nobel Prize winning poet Eugenio Montale (1896-1981) reflected 

on the ‘vessata questione’ [oppressing dilemma] of how to create poems that give voice to the 

musical element, which he firmly believed was intrinsic to poetry: ‘difficile è far andare 

d’accordo il senso letterale e il senso musicale di una lirica’ [it is difficult to find a balance 

between the literal and musical meanings of a poem].
3
 The ‘biographical’ relevance of music 
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to Montale, which is not specifically dealt with in this article, is well known; his early 

aspirations as a baritone later developed into a prolific activity as a music critic for the daily 

newspaper Il Corriere della Sera. Music occupies a pre-eminent place in Montale’s poetry, 

and there is a correlation between words and note musicali [musical notes], language and 

sound, poetry and music. Montale’s poetry in itself seems to be a declaration of this, as he 

highlighted in an interview with Giorgio Zampa in 1975: 
 

Credo che la mia poesia sia stata la più ‘musicale’ del mio tempo (e di anche 

prima). Molto di più di Pascoli e di Gabriele. Non pretendo con questo di aver fatto 

di più e di meglio. La musica è stata aggiunta, a D’Annunzio, da Debussy.
4
 

 

[I believe that my poetry has been the most ‘musical’ of my time (and before). 

Much more musical than that by Pascoli or Gabriele. I do not pretend with this that 

I did more or better than them. Music was added, to D’Annunzio, by Debussy.] 
 

By focusing on Montale’s first collection of poetry, Ossi di seppia [Cuttlefish Bones] 

(1925), this paper will explore to what extent sound (also in the form of music) and silence 

are crucial to an understanding of Montale’s poetry. Any analysis of his poems is inevitably 

incomplete if it undervalues their musical aspect, in the same way that a poem would be 

unsatisfactory if the music within it was silenced. For this reason, re-reading Montale’s Ossi 

by paying particular attention to its musical elements allows a glimpse of certain aspects of 

his œuvre sometimes left in the shadows. Moreover, the ‘Other’ of music is also a crucial 

element in Montale’s poems: silence. However, the apparent initial opposition between 

‘music’ and ‘non-music’ – that is to say – silence can be deconstructed. In Montale, silence 

emerges not as ‘non-music’, nor as something meaningless. Instead, it is a necessary 

complement to its apparent opposite – sound. Silence is intrinsically linked to music and the 

two cannot be understood in isolation from each other. I will, therefore, address the issue of 

silence as a means to explore both music, on a poetical level, and otherness, on a 

philosophical level.  

As Clodagh J. Brook explains, ‘during the Modernist period, disillusioned with the scant 

power of language to refer, poets looked increasingly to the artistic, musical, and literary 

features of their medium, rather than its referential function’.
5
 Thus it can be argued that 

Montale’s attention to the musical element of his verses is symptomatic of a much broader 

attitude that was not limited to the Italian scenario. However, Montale’s case is fascinating for 

its peculiar combination of music and silence and the complex dialectic they create. Charles 

Baudelaire and Stéphane Mallarmé, whose influence on Montale has been highlighted many 

times, are also another source which clarifies the poet’s attention to how music may be 

allowed to enter into poetry.
6
 Within the Anglophone panorama, both Ezra Pound and T. S. 

Eliot, whose works were read by Montale, are another influence.
7
 Moreover, W. B. Yeats can 

be added to the list, whose musicality in verse Montale greatly appreciated.
8
 Finally, the 

poetry of Gabriele D’Annunzio, who can be seen as the author who every twentieth--century 

Italian poet had to confront, is also well known for its richness in the way everything is 

exalted to the point of appearing almost excessive – the musicality of his verse included. 

Critics have extensively written on the role of music in D’Annunzio’s poetry.
9
 However, 

Montale openly declares his intention to create a poetry in direct contrast with that of 

D’Annunzio precisely because of this excessive ‘decorativism’.  

Often studies which look at the element of music in the work of specific authors are 

characterised by being a sort of ‘comparative’ studies. Although this article will take into 

account Claude Debussy’s music in relation to Montale’s poetry, this is not a comparative 

study of Montale and Debussy like, for instance, Gian Paolo Biasin’s book on the topic and 
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Sergio Cè’s article.
10

 Although much has been written about the role of music and silence in 

Montale individually, they are considered only very rarely together. Brook’s monograph 

about the topos of inexpressibility in Montale’s poetry gives valuable insights regarding the 

role of silence in Montale. However, given the focus of her book, Brook does not take into 

account silence together with sound in Montale’s poetry. There is only one essay that 

explicitly addresses the topic of sound and silence in Montale’s Ossi di seppia, written as far 

back as 1967 by Colin McCormick.
11

 It is therefore timely to re-consider sound and silence in 

Montale. Moreover, I will challenge McCormick’s view by demonstrating that in order to 

understand the dialectical opposition between sound and silence, it is first necessary to 

analyse them individually in their own right, without neglecting the theoretical dimension of 

both music and silence with regard to poetical language. Furthermore, contrary to 

McCormick’s essay, the investigation of sound and silence will not be limited to their 

allegorical or symbolic dimensions, but rather will attempt to grasp their meaning in 

Montale’s Ossi di seppia as a whole. Music and silence are hence analysed in all aspects of 

Montale’s poetry, not only from the point of view of themes and content, but also how the 

merging of sound, silence, and words influences form, rhythm and stylistic choices. 

Applying the structure of the Opera Lirica [Lyric Opera] to the three sections of this paper, 

there will first be an analysis of the way in which music is transposed into the domain of 

poetry. The music of Debussy will serve to introduce the relevance of music in Montale’s 

Ossi di seppia, although this article will avoid overestimating or focusing exclusively upon 

the role of Debussy in Montale’s poetry as critics have done in the past.
12

 Music plays a 

central role in Montale’s poetry, and Debussy’s music is only one of the many elements that 

contribute to this. The focus will then be drawn towards some natural elements that Montale 

deploys in his poetry, such as the wind and the sea, which are presented in such a way that 

musicality becomes one of their primary characteristics. Finally, attention will be given to the 

element of silence. In order to mingle the creative and theoretical aspects of Montale’s 

viewpoint, the music of John Cage, a composer who spent most of his life exploring the 

notion of silence within the realm of music, will serve as an incipit to this section. 

 

Primo Atto – ‘De la musique avant toute chose [...] De la musique encore et toujours’ 

[Music before everything else [...] Music again and always]
13

 

 

Quando cominciai a scrivere le prime poesie degli Ossi di seppia avevo certo 

un’idea della musica nuova e della nuova pittura. Avevo sentito i Minstrels di 

Debussy, e nella prima edizione del libro c’era una cosetta che si sforzava di rifarli: 

Musica sognata.
14

 

 

[When I started writing the first poems of Ossi di seppia I surely had an idea of the 

new music and new painting. I heard Debussy’s Minstrels, and in the first edition of 

the collection of poetry there was a little thing that tried to imitate it: Dreamed 

Music.] 

 

With these words, in his ‘Intervista Immaginaria’ [‘Imaginary Interview’], Montale 

acknowledges his ‘intenzioni [...] a posteriori’ [intentions a posteriori] as regards the genesis 

of his poetry.
15

 What emerges is not only the explicitly fundamental role of music in 

Montale’s poetry, but also the processes through which musical language is translated into 

poetical language, as will be seen with regard to the French composer Claude Debussy.  

In order to better comprehend the traces of Debussy in Montale’s poems, and the reasons 

behind the affinity that Montale feels with his music, it is helpful to briefly explain Debussy’s 

musical ‘poetics’. Claude Debussy (1862-1918) was one of the first composers to challenge 
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the traditional harmonic tonal system through the use of dissonance, among other devices, 

disrupting the harmonic scale typically used in European music.
16

 He found a way to 

overcome the authoritarian shadow that Richard Wagner’s music had left behind, and was 

extremely innovative compared with his Italian contemporaries such as Giacomo Puccini and 

Pietro Mascagni.
17

 He was often called an ‘Impressionist’ for some of the similarities of his 

work with the contemporary Impressionist movement in the visual arts. Though this view has 

been re-evaluated recently, it has to be said that Montale did in fact have a high appreciation 

of the Impressionisme movement and their ‘pittura nuova’ [new way of painting] as he calls 

their style.
18

 In both Debussy’s and Montale’s work there is evidence of what the musician 

Pierre Boulez sees as a refusal of the harmonic hierarchies in vogue at the time: an attitude 

which tended to reject prevailing traditions.
19

 In fact, as Debussy superseded Wagner, 

Montale superseded ‘Gabriele’, as he calls him: Gabriele D’Annunzio, one of the ‘poeti 

laureati’ [laureate poets] of the poem ‘I Limoni’ [‘The Lemon Trees’] (l.1).
20

 

Debussy is not seen by Montale solely as a musician, but also as ‘un grande homme de 

lettres’ [an eminent literary man], who could well have expressed his genius in forms other 

than music.
21

 In fact, he was influenced by writers such as Baudelaire, Paul Verlaine, and 

Mallarmé.
22

 An instance of this are the Cinq Poèmes de Baudelaire [Five Poems by 

Baudelaire] composed by Debussy, which were not simply inspired by Baudelaire’s poems, 

but are rather ‘musical transcriptions’ of them. In this regard, Montale literally creates a 

concatenation of direct poetic and musical influences by writing poems inspired by Debussy’s 

music. It can be argued that Debussy takes over ‘il bastoncino della [...] “corsa a staffetta”’ 

[the baton of [...] the relay race] from the hands of the French symbolists, echoes of which can 

be found in Montale’s poems.
23

 As Biasin claims, what Montale did in his poetry can be 

compared with what Debussy accomplished with his music.
24

 In fact, in his ‘Intervista 

Immaginaria’, the poet explains ‘Ubbidii a un bisogno di espressione musicale [...]. 

All’eloquenza della nostra vecchia lingua aulica volevo torcere il collo, magari a rischio di 

una controeloquenza’ [I obeyed a need for musical expression [...]. I wanted to wring the neck 

of the eloquence of our aulic language, even at the cost of anti-eloquence].
25

 The eloquence 

and anti-eloquence to which Montale refers can also be found in Debussy’s musical style. The 

French composer’s objective consisted in blowing away the cobwebs of the musical language 

of his predecessors (Wagner in primis), through the use of dissonance and indefinite 

tonalities, creating something close to ‘anti-eloquence’. An example of this are the chromatic 

flute passages in the well-known Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune – the symphonic poem for 

orchestra inspired by the poem ‘L’Après-midi d’un faune’ by Mallarmé. Here, as Boulez 

rightly asserts, ‘the flute of the Faune brought new breath to the art of music’ and ‘all of 

Wagner’s heavy heritage [...] [was] liquidated’, claiming that this was radically original 

compared to previous compositions.
26

 In this respect, Montale’s affinity with Debussy 

emerges.  

One of the first poems that includes many of these elements is ‘Musica Sognata’ 

[‘Dreamed Music’] inspired by Debussy. This poem appeared for the first time in the 1925 

Gobetti edition of the Ossi and was included again in Tutte le Poesie [Complete Poems], with 

a different title: ‘Minstrels’. In fact, Minstrels is also the title of the last piece by Debussy 

which is part of the first volume of his Préludes for piano. Montale was astonished when first 

hearing this composition at the Teatro Carlo Felice, in Genoa.
27

 As Brook maintains, this 

poem is probably one of Montale’s finest and most ‘concentrated efforts at creating an 

interpenetration of music and poetry’.
28

 

The subject of the whole poem revolves around the minstrels in its title. What immediately 

emerges is the use of synaesthesia: conveying one sense by means of another. An instance of 

this can be found in the poem ‘Musica senza rumore’ [Music without noise] which ‘si colora 

di tinte | ora scarlatte ora biade’ [takes on colours | scarlet then sky blue] (ll.11, 14-15). Here 
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the minstrel’s music, which would appear to be associated with the sense of hearing, is 

portrayed through the sense of sight. As Brook explains, in the Ossi the synaesthesiae acquire 

significance due to the fact that they are only rarely used.
29

 Another exquisite example is the 

closing line of ‘I limoni’, where the yellow-hued subjects of the poem are said to be ‘le 

trombe d’oro della solarità’ [the golden horns of sunlight] (l.49), bringing to mind the 

daffodils in William Wordsworth’s poem. It is no wonder that both Wordsworth’s golden 

daffodils and Montale’s golden lemons have the effect on the reader of inspiring a moment of 

hope, as in ‘And then my heart with pleasure fills’ (‘Daffodils’, l.23).
30

 However, Montale 

gives his golden lemons the musical character that Wordsworth lacks. In ‘Minstrels’, a 

‘ritornello’ [refrain] (l.1) emerges between the antepenultimate and penultimate lines: ‘tra le 

vetrate d’afa dell’estate’ [through summer’s hazy windowpanes] (l.2) and ‘tu pure tra le lastre 

dell’estate’ [You too burn | in summer’s windows] (l.24).  

Here Montale reproduces the sharp sounds, the dissonance and the rhythm of Debussy’s 

Minstrels through the use of the phonetic characteristics of words with ‘bitter’ sounds, or a 

combination of words in the same line, which creates alliteration and assonance.
31

 There is a 

sharp sound in the third line: ‘Acre groppo di note soffocate’ [Acid knot of suffocated notes]. 

The first word, ‘acre’ [acid], already has an acrid sound, but it is then reinforced through the 

sharp repetition of the phonemes /r/ and /k/. Although there is nothing inherently sharp in the 

trilled phoneme /r/, it should be noticed that in Italian the /r/ has a much more stronger and 

harsher pronunciation than in other languages like French, English, or German. It is a sound 

which ‘trapunge’ [cuts] (l.5), in a similar way to the laugh (‘riso’) in the fourth line. All this 

takes the reader back to the Leopardian male di vivere [pain of living] as evoked in the 

jagged-sounding line ‘cocci aguzzi di bottiglia’ [broken bottle shards imbedded in the top] 

(‘Meriggiare pallido assorto...’ [‘Sit the noon out, pale and lost in thought...’], l.17).
32

 

Furthermore, Montale chooses imperfect rhymes, recreating Debussy’s use of dissonance. 

Evocative instances of this are: ‘rimbalzi’ [echoing] and ‘avanzi’ [straggles] (ll.1, 6), 

‘esplode’ [explode] and ‘vuote’ [empty] (ll.4, 5), and ‘baccanale’ [bacchanal] and ‘giornali’ 

[newsprint] (ll.6, 7). If read aloud (an infrequent practice in the modern era but one which 

may help to give an insight into fascinating aspects of poems which would otherwise be 

missed), the reader will notice accellerandi and ritardandi in the poetic music that ‘s’innalza 

a stento e ricade’ [rises haltingly, then falls] (l.13). These are created in lines such as: ‘Scatta 

ripiomba sfuma, | poi riappare | soffocata lontana: si consuma’ [It breaks out sinks evaporates, 

| then reappears, | muffled, far off: and fades] (ll.19-21). Here, one is in fact obliged to 

increase the pace in the first line due to the quick repetition of the three verbs without any 

subject preceding them, which looks as though they are almost hunting each other. This is 

further encouraged by the meaning of the words themselves: their energy and quickness 

inherent to their meaning (‘scatta’ [it breaks out] and ‘ripiomba’ [it sinks]) naturally infiltrates 

and influences the pace. By contrast, a rallentando comes with the next line (‘poi riappare’ (l. 

20)). This is a result of the fact that there is only one verb in the whole line and it is preceded 

by the preposition ‘poi’ [then] which marks pause between the three verbs of line 19 and the 

verb of line 20. Here, the meaning of the words in line 20 and 21 again naturally leads to a 

slower pace: the voice ‘si consuma’ [fades]. The colon in line 21 also marks a moment of 

further rallentando. As Angelo Marchese asserts, musical rhythm has a significant role in 

Montale.
33

 He also claims that: 
 

Alla gracilità e la semplificazione delle strutture metriche della poesia 

contemporanea Montale oppone una costruzione ritmica apparentemente 

tradizionale, ma in realtà arditamente innovativa e funzoinale all’andante lirico-

narrativo del discorso poetico.
34
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[To contrast the frailty and simplification of contemporary poetic metre, Montale 

uses an apparently traditional rhythmic construction which is actually daringly 

innovative and essential for the lyrical and narrative flow of the poetical discourse.] 

 

In other words, Montale uses rhythm to emphasise the musicality of his lines. An example of 

this is the last line in ‘Minstrels’ where a ritardando marks the end of the poem. Moreover, 

changes in rhythm occur throughout the poem, as for instance between the first four lines of 

the last section and the remaining four. A ‘paus[a] lirico-contemplativa’ [a lyric-

contemplative pause], as Marchese calls it, occurs in the line consisting only of the word 

‘Bruci’ [You burn] (l.23).
35

  

The French Symbolists (especially Verlaine and Mallarmé), as well as their precursor 

Baudelaire, are well known for the significance of music in their poetry. Montale often 

reflected on the concept of ‘poesia pura’ [pure poetry] in relation to them, defining it as a 

‘forte concentrazione espressiva, alto potere di trasfigurazione musicale e una totale 

compenetrazione dell’idea e del significato’ [a strong expressive concentration, great power to 

achieve a musical transfiguration and a total co-penetration between the idea and its 

meaning].
36

 Montale, however, attached a pejorative sense to the concept of ‘poesia pura’. He 

found that excessive attention was paid to the lyrical aspect of the word and its sensual 

phonetic element, which produces a mere ‘giuoco di suggestioni sonore’ [a game of musical 

suggestions], and eliminates the semantic aspect of poetry. In other words, Montale distances 

himself from this kind of poetry, for he perceives the necessity to find a balance between the 

sensual aspect of sound (‘liricità’ [lyricism]) and the semantic and rational aspects of words.
37

 One of the most exquisite instances that exhibits Montale’s attempt to create this balance 

between the sensual aspect of sound and the semantic aspects of words is to be found in Ossi 

di seppia, specifically in the seven poems in the early collection ‘Accordi: Sensi e fantasmi di 

una adolescente’ [‘Chords: Senses and ghosts of an adolescent’]. The poems in this ‘suite’ are 

entitled: ‘Violini’ [‘Violins’], ‘Violoncelli’ [‘Cellos’], ‘Contrabbasso’[‘Double bass’], ‘Flauti-

Fagotti’ [‘Flutes-Bassoons’], ‘Oboe’ [‘Oboe’], ‘Corno inglese’ [‘Cor anglais’], and ‘Ottoni’ 

[‘Brass’]. The content of all these works endeavours to re-create the ‘timbri’ [tone] of the 

musical instruments in their titles (‘Violoncelli’, l.10).
38

 According to Silvio Ramat, ‘Accordi’ 

best illustrates Montale’s application of music in the poetical domain, as something 

‘sviluppato sull’intuizione di un’organica analogia di ritmi fra esistenza e canto, fra cuore e 

strumento in grado di mandar suoni’ [developed on the intuition of an organic analogy of 

rhythms between his needs and the song, between the heart and the musical instrument, able 

to deliver the sounds].
39

 In fact, in ‘Corno inglese’, the only one of these poems later to be 

incorporated in the Ossi, the heart is described as a ‘scordato strumento’ [discordant 

instrument] that the wind ‘suona’ [plays] (ll.1, 17-18).  

To recapitulate, through his poems Montale gives proof of his belief that poetry is in itself 

music: ‘so che l’arte della parola è anch’essa musica’ [I am aware that the art of the word is 

music in itself].
40

 Moreover, Montale translates the music of Debussy in the domain of poetry. 

Minstrels is a clear instance of this movement between the musical and the poetical 

languages, and of how Montale preserves the musical aspects of Debussy’s piece for piano in 

his poem through stylistic choices. It also emerges that the study of the musical aspect of 

Montale’s poetry illuminates facets of his poems which would otherwise remain in the 

shadows.  

 

Secondo Atto – ‘Il vento che stasera suona attento | – ricorda un forte scotere di lame – | 

gli strumenti dei fitti alberi’ [The intent wind that plays tonight | – recalling a sharp 

clash of metal sheet – | the instruments of the thick trees] 
41
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Natural elements, the sea and the wind in primis, are presented by Montale not so much in 

their visual as in their musical aspects; constant attention is devoted to the sounds they 

produce. Critics such as Christine Ott and Joseph Carey have focused extensively on the 

Ligurian landscape and the elements of the sea and the wind, but few have lingered on the 

relevance of their musical character to the meaning of the poems.
42

 The natural Ligurian 

landscape, which is a crucial element in the Ossi as well as in later compositions, is portrayed 

in such a way that music appears central to it. This section of this article suggests ‘la Natura | 

co’ i suoi seriosi paesaggi’ [Nature | with its serious landscapes] (‘Suonatina di pianoforte’ 

[‘Piano Sonatina’], ll.16-17) acts as a leitmotiv in Montale’s poetry; a technical musical term 

to indicate the repetition of a recurring musical theme. In addition to this association with the 

musical element of leitmotiv, it also emerges that the landscape, especially the two poetical 

topoi of the sea and the wind, are primarily presented for their musical qualities. Montale also 

uses leitmotiv when focusing on the recurring natural images of the Ligurian landscape, 

which are objective correlatives of a particular state of mind: the male di vivere.
43

 In other 

words, the use of the various objective correlatives in Montale’s Ossi di seppia refers to the 

leitmotiv of the landscape, where he uses the landscape to express an emotional, as well as 

mental, internal state.  

Montale’s ‘Corno inglese’ is highly significant in this context. It is the only poem in the 

early collection ‘Accordi’, which was later incorporated into the first edition of Ossi di 

seppia. It is one of Montale’s finest compositions, especially with regard to music and the 

idea of the landscape as a leitmotiv. The poem clearly demonstrates the synthesis between the 

musical and poetical languages, together with the leitmotiv of the landscape. The first line 

introduces the wind: ‘Il vento che stasera suona attento | – ricorda un forte scotere di lame – | 

gli strumenti dei fitti alberi’ [The intent wind that plays tonight | – recalling a sharp clash of 

metal sheet – | the instruments of the thick trees] (ll.1-3). It should be noted how the musical 

instrument the cor anglais belongs to the family of the woodwind instruments which share the 

characteristic of working by emission of the musician’s breath. This recalls the ‘breath’ of the 

wind and creates a fascinating correlation between the wind’s natural (musical) breath and the 

human breath that produces the music of the cor anglais. From the opening of the poem it is 

immediately clear that Montale is playing with the sounds of certain words when repeating 

the phoneme /s/ in ‘suona’ [plays], ‘scotere’ [clash], and ‘strumenti’ [instruments] (ll.1-3). 

What should be noticed is the latent association between the phoneme /s/ and a sense of 

nervousness and serpentine sinuosity. Although the above alliteration would naturally imply a 

sense of harmony, here Montale originally uses it to create an opposite effect. In fact, on a 

thematic level harmony is clearly missing; this is emphasised by the recurring /s/ phonemes 

which link together the words that most powerfully gives this sense of disharmony (‘suona’, 

‘scotere’, ‘strumenti’). Harmony is missing especially between nature and man, for his heart 

remains out of tune with the natural environment: ‘scordato strumento, | cuore’ [discordant 

instrument, | heart] (ll.17-18). In these two lines there is a repetition of phoneme /s/ again: 

‘scordato’ [discordant] and ‘strumento’ [instrument], which not only emphasises and confirms 

the earlier impression of a missing harmony, but also consolidates the link between the wind 

which ‘suona’ [plays] with its ‘scotere di lame’ [clash of metal sheets] (ll.1-3) and the heart 

which is a ‘scordato strumento’ [discordant instrument] (l.17). This relation between the heart 

and nature is also highlighted by the rhyme between the first and penultimate lines: ‘Il vento 

che stasera suona attento’ [The intent wind that plays tonight] (l.1) and ‘scordato strumento’ 

[discordant instrument] (l.17). Unexpectedly, the rhyme ‘att-ento’ and ‘strum-ento’ in line 1 

and 17 does not create a sense of harmony in the reader’s mind, but rather a sense of 

‘claustrophobic’ Sisyphean circularity – with no direction but only inevitable repetition – 

which exacerbates the disharmony with regard to the landscape.
44

 Everything appears in 

considerable contrast with D’Annunzio’s well-known concept, ‘panismo’ [‘feeling of Pan’], 
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in which there is an idyllic harmony between man and nature.
45

 A Debussyian dissonance 

thus emerges between the Ligurian landscape and the lyrical ‘I’. It should also be noted that 

the cor anglais was one of Debussy’s favourite instruments; it is no coincidence therefore that 

Montale devotes an entire poem to it.
46

 This helps to grasp the latent link that Montale creates 

between his poetical works and Debussy’s œuvre.  

Throughout the ‘series of musical metaphors’ in ‘Corno inglese’, the sound produced by 

the cor anglais is compared with the ‘sounds in nature, the song of the wind playing in the 

trees [...] and then that of the sea beating against the sand’.
47

 Eventually ‘all of these natural 

and object images are symbolic of one single song, that of the human heart, the ‘scordato 

strumento’ [discordant instrument].
48

 Therefore it can be argued that the ‘scotere di lame’ 

[clash of metal sheets] (l.2), the ‘strumenti dei fitti alberi’ [instruments of the thick trees] (l.3), 

and the ‘cielo che rimbomba’ [sky that roars] (l.6) are ways of establishing a link between the 

external natural landscape and the emotional state of the narrator: his heart is literally and 

metaphorically out of tune, not in harmony, with both the surrounding reality and his own 

self. Montale therefore evokes the ‘natural world [...] as a symbol of the human condition and 

as a means of expressing human experience through [...] sounds that evoke particular 

emotions’.
49

 

‘Meriggiare pallido e assorto...’ is one of the poems in the Ossi which reveals the musical 

character of the natural Ligurian landscape, especially with regard to the sea. The poem 

begins by establishing the primacy of the sense of hearing by presenting an auditory 

perception: ‘ascoltare tra i pruni e gli sterpi | schiocchi di merli, frusci di serpi’ [hear, among 

the thorns and brambles, | blackbirds catcall, snakes rustle] (ll.3-4).
50

 This is in line with 

Montale’s willingness to ‘penetrare le più nascoste voci della natura; e non fotografare!’ [to 

penetrate the hidden voices of nature; and not to photograph them!].
51

 The voices to which 

Montale refers are present in the poem, they are the ‘pruni e gli sterpi | schiocchi di merli, 

frusci di serpi’ [thorns and brambles | blackbirds catcall, snakes rustle] which the ‘io’ [lyrical 

I] is trying to ‘ascoltare’ [listen to] (ll.3-4).
52

 Nature therefore is given a voice, multiple 

voices, to which the lyrical ‘I’ listens. The musicality of the landscape is rendered through the 

use of onomatopœia: ‘schiocchi di merli, frusci di serpi’ [blackbirds catcall, snakes rustle] 

(l.4) where the clicking sound of the word ‘schiocchi’ – note that the clicking internal rhythm 

of schio–cchi is further accentuated by the phoneme /k/ – recalls the sound produces by 

blackbirds, and that ‘frusci’ through the phonemes /r/ and /s/ immediately evokes the 

sinuosity of the snakes.
53

 It is on the voice of nature, blackbirds and snakes in this case, that 

the attention of the lyrical ‘I’ is focused. The poet concentrates on the visual aspect of the 

landscape in the second stanza, only to return to the auditory aspect in the third. In this third 

stanza, however, the two aspects (musical and visual) merge into each other in the element of 

the sea: ‘Osservare tra frondi il palpitare | lontano di scaglie di mare’ [Observe between 

branches the far-off | throb of sea scales] (ll.9-10). A musical element is not, at first, apparent 

in this phrase. In fact, Ott argues that the perception here is purely visual, and fails to notice 

how Montale allows the two to merge.
54

 The word ‘palpitare’ [throb], as Zygmunt Baranski 

notes, echoes the metonymic ‘intermittenze del cuore’ [heart’s intermittences].
55

 However, it 

also echoes the hearts in ‘Minstrels’ and ‘Corno inglese’, where the wind ‘plays’ (‘suona’) the 

heart, a ‘scordato strumento’ [discordant instrument] (‘Corno inglese’, ll.1, 17-18). 

In ‘Meriggiare pallido e assorto...’, the rhythmic character of the heart’s pulsations is 

compared to the movement of the sea, described visually by the pulsing of the ‘scaglie di 

mare’ [sea scales] (l.10) and the image of the ‘scintillio dello specchio d’acqua sotto la luce’ 

[the twinkling of the water’s mirror beneath the light].
56

 Moreover, the reference to the heart 

using the verb ‘palpitare’ [to pulsate] adds an emotional level to the musical and visual 

character of the image. Ott argues that these two lines mark the shift towards a higher 

emotional level. However, it can be argued that attention to the auditory and visual senses is 
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used to anticipate the final emotional level. This is in line with Montale’s belief that ‘le parole 

dipingano e suggeriscano: diano l’idea. La musica dia il sentimento’ [the words should trace 

and suggest: give the idea. The music should give the feeling].
57

 Even in the last stanza 

Montale again clarifies how the emotional and the musical are all contained in the verb 

‘sentire’ [to feel/to hear] (l.14). In fact, the Italian word ‘sentire’ means both ‘feeling’ (the 

emotional status of the verb) and ‘hearing’ (the auditory stance of the verb). The lyrical ‘I’ 

can feel the ‘travaglio’ [the torment] (l.15) of life (the male di vivere) only through listening 

to the natural elements that surround him. Montale also appears to suggest that in order to feel 

and to understand the ‘ultimo segreto’ [final secret] or to get an insight into the truth of things 

through a ‘malchiuso portone’ [half-shut gate] (‘I limoni’, ll.24, 43), both meanings of 

‘sentire’ must be summoned to feel and listen simultaneously to the voice of the natural 

elements, including the sea. The emotion is thus a result of the musical elements that Montale 

incorporates in his poem, and not a separate and higher level to which the poem finally rises. 

The three elements (musical, visual, and emotional) are not separated hierarchically, but 

instead merge into one another, offering the reader a powerful synaesthetic image with 

musical, visual, and emotional layers.  

The synthesis of these three elements prepares the reader for the climax of the poem: 

‘seguitare una muraglia | che ha in cima cocci aguzzi di bottiglia’ [following along a wall | 

with broken bottle shards imbedded in the top] (‘Meriggiare pallido e assorto...’, ll.16-17). As 

Marchese rightly points out, ‘l’esemplificazione dei rumori, delle parvenze, delle azioni vuole 

comporre un quadro anti-idillico’ [the exemplification of noises, of the appearances, of the 

actions aimed to compose an anti-idyllic painting].
58

 However, both Marchese and Ott 

overlook the role of sound in conveying this anti-idyllic picture. One of the elements that 

highlight the poem’s anti-idyllic image is the musical effect of the numerous instances of 

onomatopœia. The repetition of the phoneme /s/ emphasises the convoluting sinuosity of the 

‘frusci di serpi’ [snakes rustle] (l.4) that give rise to a feeling of something far from idyllic, 

especially given the traditional associations to snakes.
59

 The phoneme /s/ constantly returns 

throughout the poem: all the verbs in the infinitive form include this sound: ‘ascoltare’ 

[listen], ‘spiar’ [spy], ‘osservare’ [observe], and ‘sentire’ [to feel] (ll.3, 6, 9, 14). In addition, 

the repetition of the phonemes /r/, /t/, and /k/ is significant in that it accentuates the sharp 

musical quality of the overall poem: ‘schiocchi’ [catcall], ‘crepe’ [cracked earth], ‘formiche’ 

[ants], ‘scaglie’ [scales], ‘cicale’ [cicadas], and ‘scricchi’ [screaks], to name but a few (ll.4-6, 

10-11). All this contributes to the emphasis on the final lines of the ‘muraglia’ [wall]: the 

painful and knifelike emotional experience of walking on ‘cocci aguzzi di bottiglia’ [broken 

bottle shards imbedded in the top] (l.17).  

Marchese’s reference to the poem’s anti-idyllic picture implicitly alludes to a poem by 

D’Annunzio entitled ‘Meriggio’ [‘Midday’] written in 1902.
60

 Montale’s own poem refers to 

‘Meriggio’ not only with regard to the poem’s object of attention (the meriggio), but also in 

its poetical choices. In D’Annunzio’s poem, the only thing which can be heard (‘sentire’ in 

both senses) is the poeta-abate’s voice [laureate poet’s voice]. Nature, with all its elements, 

remains silent and is not given a voice by the poet. Montale, on the other hand, emphasises 

the relevance of the landscape’s voices (the ‘schiocchi di merli’ [blackbirds catcall] in line 4, 

the ‘tremuli scricchi’ of the ‘cicale’ [cicadas’ wavering screaks] in lines 11-12, and the 

musical character of the sea in the third stanza). As Ott rightly argues, in ‘Meriggiare pallido e 

assorto...’ the self strains his ears to the natural elements around him.
61

 What Ott fails to see 

here, is how listening to the sea and other elements is paradoxically an act through which the 

lyrical ‘I’ listens to himself: the landscape with its objects to which the ‘io’ [lyrical I] is 

listening symbolises his emotional state. In fact, by perceiving the external objects, such as 

the ‘schiocchi di merli, frusci di serpi’ [blackbirds catcall, snakes rustle] (l.4), the lyrical ‘I’ 

finds a correlation to his own internal emotional state: his travaglio [torment] in this 
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concluding stanza.
62

 The landscape is the objective correlative of the self’s state of mind, 

therefore the ‘I’ is listening to natural elements as he would listen to his deeper emotions and 

thoughts.
63

 In this sense, witnessing the ‘palpitare’ [throb] of the sea is an intimate experience 

in ‘sentire’ [to feel/to hear] and encountering the self’s male di vivere and the ‘travaglio’ 

[torment] (l.15). All this is missing in D’Annunzio. The poem is thus enriched not only in 

terms of form, but also in terms of semantics as a result of the transposition of music into 

poetical language (the use of onomatopœia and other techniques are elements which allow 

this enrichment). This enhances the main theme of the composition – the male di vivere and 

how it is manifested in the Ligurian landscape – which runs through the entire collection.  

What therefore emerges is that whilst the landscape is very often conceived in its musical 

qualities, it is also crucial in expressing the correlation between itself and the self’s mental 

and emotional state. This is captured and conveyed not only in its visual, but more 

importantly, in its musical character. In other words, poetry is a place where the music that 

the landscape produces is given the material possibility of emerging. It can even be concluded 

that in the landscape there is an intrinsic poetical element that Montale is able to catch and re-

create in his poems. Ossi di seppia is therefore significant in pointing out this intimate link 

between landscape, sound as music, and poetry. 

 

Terzo Atto – ‘Vedi, in questi silenzi in cui le cose | s’abandonano e sembrano vicine | a 

tradire il loro ultimo segreto’ [See, in these silences where things | give over and seem on 

the verge of betraying | their final secret]
64

 

 

Silence may be as significant and meaningful as sound. It is through moments of silence that 

the presence of music (and, by extension, of meaning) can actually be expressed and heard. 

Without silence there is no music (and no meaning). Critics have often struggled to 

understand the meaning of silence in Montale, and few have undertaken an analysis of this 

aspect of his poetry in relation to music. As Brook demonstrates throughout her book, silence 

in Montale ‘operate[s] in bringing the inexpressible into language’.
65

 What emerges is that 

silence and music (also in the sense of language) release themselves from their dialectical 

opposition. Silence, as ‘truth-bearer’, is a ‘locus of revelation’ that allows the ‘hidden to 

remain as hidden’.
66

 From this standpoint, it is also possible to notice a parallel between the 

way silence functions within Montale’s poems and the poetics of Hermeticism, to which 

Montale, in part, belongs.  

The experimental composer John Cage (1912-1992) was one of the first to attempt to 

discard the apparent opposition between sound and silence – to him there is no dichotomy 

between music and the ‘Other’ of music; silence.
67

 A piece which is emblematic with regard 

to the poetics of silence is 4'33", for it is characterised by literally four minutes and thirty-

three seconds of no performed sound. Referring to his 4'33", Cage states that the audience 

‘missed the point [the meaning]. There’s no such thing as silence [...] they thought [it] was 

silence because they didn’t know how to listen’.
68

 As paradoxical as it may seem, silence, 

according to Cage, does not exist. Silence does not exist in the sense that it is as eloquent as 

sound; it is, therefore, possible to speak on a metaphorical level of the sound – and meaning – 

of silence. Cage’s conception of silence reflects the argument of this paper, which suggests 

that in the very absence of the sounds of words there is meaning and music, and not just void. 

The poem ‘I limoni’ is one of the most explicit instances of this in Montale’s works. 

Together with ‘In limine’ [‘On the Threshold’], ‘I limoni’ is one of the most important 

programmatic poems of the Ossi. Here, Montale touches on the role of silence and how in 

moments of silence things appear to betray even their ultimate secret: ‘Vedi, in questi silenzi 

in cui le cose | s’abbandonano e sembrano vicine | a tradire il loro ultimo segreto’ [See, in 

these silences where things | give over and seem on the verge of betraying | their final secret] 
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(‘I limoni’, ll.22-24). The reference to silence clearly suggests Montale’s will to detach 

himself from the ‘poeti laureati’ [laureate poets] and their poesia aulica [aulic poetry] (ll.1-

10). Things open themselves to us in these moments of silence and not through idiosyncratic 

words like those employed by the poeti aulici [aulic poets]: in this sense silence is presented 

by Montale as being more significant than the poetics of other poets such as D’Annunzio 

(who clearly belongs to the category of ‘poeti laureati’ [laureate poets]). A movement 

between silence-as-object and silence-as-subject takes place in Montale; he initially embraces 

the paradox of writing of silence in words – silence as the object of the poem – to then 

developing this to filter moments of silence into his own poetry – silence as subject of his 

poetics. In this regard in ‘I limoni’, Montale returns to the role of silence as a bearer of 

‘verità’ [truth] (l.29): ‘Sono i silenzi in cui si vede | in ogni ombra umana che si allontana | 

qualche disturbata Divinità’ [It’s in these silences you see | in every fleeting human | shadow 

some disturbed Divinity] (ll.34-36). These lines demonstrate how silence can actually be 

meaningful to the point of deserving to be heard. It is in these very moments of silence that 

there is the chance to hear the ‘trombe d’oro della solarità’ [golden horns of sunlight] of the 

concluding line (l.49).  

Montale returns to this idea of the ‘ultimo segreto’ [final secret] as expressed in ‘I limoni’ 

in the poem entitled ‘So l’ora in cui la faccia più impassibile...’ [‘I know the moment when a 

raw grimace...’]. In the second stanza of this poem it is said that words betray ‘invano il 

morso | secreto, il vento che nel cuore soffia. | La più vera ragione è di chi tace. | Il canto che 

singhiozza è un canto di pace’ [in vain the secret | sting, the gale in the heart that howls. | The 

deeper truth is that of the man who is silent. | The song that sobs is a song of peace.] (ll.5-8). 

Here, especially in line 7 (‘La più vera ragione è di chi tace’ [the deeper truth is that of the 

man who is silent]), everything seems to value the primacy of poets who refuse to speak what 

they do not know. This appears to be a declaration of the way in which only through moments 

of silence truth can emerge and be heard. In this sense this poem returns and consolidates the 

idea expressed in ‘I limoni’ and the way in which the ultimate secret can only be heard when 

silence dominates (ll.22-24).  

A poem which develops some of these ideas is ‘Non chiederci la parola che squadri da 

ogni lato...’ [‘Dont ask us for the word to square...’]. Here the idea of the silence as something 

meaningful is even clearer: to have meaning, something needs to be put within language, but 

the fact that silence too – something that transcends language – can be meaningful suggests 

that it paradoxically possesses a sound as well, the sound of eloquence which lies at the limits 

of our conception of sound; it is a silent sound. The dichotomy between sound and silence is 

therefore deconstructed. The very first line of the poem introduces the idea that only ‘l’uomo 

che se ne va sicuro’ [the man who walks secure] would have something to say, whereas poets 

like Montale whose souls are formless (‘l’animo nostro informe’ [our shapeless spirit], l.2) 

cannot fulfil our need to know the truth of things when they, just like the reader, do not know 

it: ‘Non domandarci la formula che mondi possa aprirti’ [Don’t ask us for the phrase that can 

open worlds] (l.9). What the reader can expect is just ‘qualche storta sillaba e secca come un 

ramo’ [a few gnarled syllables, dry like a branch] (l.10). However, as Ott explains, the ‘sillabe 

storte e secche sviluppano non solo una loro eloquenza, ma anche una loro semiotica’ [the 

broken and harsh syllables develop not only their own eloquence, but also their own 

semiotics].
69

 The reader does not face silence as the absence of sound, for the dead dry – 

almost speechless – syllables the poet employs, convey a level of eloquence.  

The concluding line of the poem is unexpectedly related to the notion of silence and its 

only apparent opposition to music. The message which poets can express is ‘ciò che non 

siamo, ciò che non vogliamo’ [what we are not, what we do not want]. The meaning of what 

they are and what they want can only be deduced through negation – i.e. the presentation of 

what they are not and what they do not want. In this sense, through silence (formally the 
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negation of all sound) we can understand what the voice of the poet seeks to express and 

communicate to the reader. In order to let silence express itself through the page the reader 

must not ask the poet for ‘la parola’ [the word] (l.1) – in this sense, ‘Non chiederci la parola’ 

[Don’t ask us for the word] (l.1). As Ott opines, in this poem Montale ‘ha mostrato come 

l’impotenza del linguaggio diventi a sua volta materia del discorso lirico’ [has demonstrated 

how the language’s impotence can become part of the lyrical discourse itself].’
70

 In other 

words, there is an attempt to include the meaning of silence into poetic discourse – what is 

inexpressible in words becomes part of the valuable material poem itself. 

Another relevant aspect of the poem ‘Non chiederci la parola’ in relation to silence is the 

implicit, maybe not even intentional, reference to Hermeticism. What emerges is a correlation 

between Hermetic poetry and Montale’s poetry. Although what is meant by Hermetic poetry 

is not so much the impenetrability or obscurity of the poems,
71

 as the evocative and 

suggestive use of words: those hermetic silences that create a ‘discorso lirico’ [lyrical 

discourse] as Ott argues – in the sense of expression of what is inexpressible – of silence. In 

other words, ‘le parole non sprigionano senso’ [words do not express meaning] like the ones 

by the ‘poeti laureati’ [laureate poets], but rather they leave behind an eloquent and evocative 

silence which can be understood and heard by the reader: an understanding of the silence 

(that is the ‘ultimate secret’) of things.
72

 In this resides the relationship between Hermeticism 

and the use of silence in Montale’s poems.  

Hermeticism also means that there is no explicit and direct expression of the meaning of 

the poem. Another feature which suggests a parallel between hermetic poetry and Montale 

with regard to silence – as an eloquent element in his poetry – is the visual aspect and the use 

of pauses within some of his poems. As the conductor and harpist Fabrice Pierre sustains, 

pauses are as alive as played notes: ‘they have a sound that must be heard, they even have a 

tonality’.
73

  This is true for pauses in music as well as pauses in poetry. In ‘Cigola la carrucola 

del pozzo,...’ [The well’s pulley creaks,...’], for instance, the ellipsis at the end of line 7, 

together with the space preceding the indented line 8, gives the reader a pause for a moment 

of silence. This highlights the screeching sound described in lines 8 and 9: ‘Ah che già stride | 

la ruota’ [Ah, and already | the wheel shrieks]. A similar example is to be found in the 

preceding poem, ‘Debole sistro al vento...’ [‘Feeble sistrum in the wind...’] in the last section 

of which commas are used as pauses: ‘Il gesto indi s’annulla, | tace ogni voce, | discende alla 

sua foce | la vita brulla’ [So the gesture fades, | the voices die, | and barren life | flows down 

and out] (ll.13-16). Here the movement between lines 13 and 14 is interrupted by a moment of 

silence given by the comma. Then, in line 14, the comma even accentuates the image of ‘tace 

ogni voce’ [the voices die]. What thus emerges is that pauses as moments of silence are 

rendered in Montale’s poems in different ways, and they are effective in capturing the essence 

of the words that surround these pauses.  

As the poem ‘Tentava la vostra mano la tastiera,...’ [‘Your hand was trying the 

keyboard,...’] shows, the reader should not ask for ‘la parola’ [the word] (‘Non chiederci la 

parola che squadri da ogni lato’, l.1) because it is almost an aimless attempt at trying to find 

the appropriate words to express what needs to be expressed: ‘Nessuna cosa prossima trovava 

le sue parole’ [Not one thing near us found its words] (l.11). The first stanza of this poem 

clarifies perfectly this inability to voice what lies still and voiceless on the floor as the 

‘cavallo stramazzato’ [fallen horse] of the poem ‘Spesso il male di vivere ho incontrato...’ 

[‘Often I have met what’s wrong in life...’] (l.4) or the voiceless cuttlefish bones which lie 

inert on the beach in ‘Riviere’ [‘Seacoasts’] (ll.26-27). Reality remains impenetrable even to 

the poet, but this does not mean that he cannot voice that very silence which he perceives 

when attempting to understand (with the reader) the ‘ultimo segreto’ of what surrounds him. 

This is where the significance of silence lies.  
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As the French existentialist philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre asserts, ‘[s]ilence itself is defined 

in relationship to words [...] [and it] is a moment of language’.
74

 This means that ‘being silent 

is not being dumb; it is to refuse to speak and therefore to keep on speaking’.
75

 What can thus 

be concluded is that the way Montale plays with the notion of silence shows it is far from 

being either meaningless or secondary to music. On the contrary, both silence and music are 

mutually dependent on each other in order to conceive meaning. 

 

Finale – ‘E, in fondo, diciamo pure tutta la coraggiosa verità: la letterature è musica’ 

[And, at the end, let us say the whole brave truth: literature is music]
76

 

 

If, as Montale states, ‘poesia e musica camminano per conto proprio e che il loro incontro 

resta affidato a fortune occasionali’ [poetry and music walk on separate streets and their 

meeting or not remains left to occasional fortunes],
77

 then Ossi di seppia can surely be 

considered, after this analysis, as one of those occasional good fortunes. To say that music in 

Montale is only an element which he employs in order to enhance the auditory quality of his 

poems would be a limiting critical standpoint. Although it might seem that they have been 

used interchangeably in the present paper, it is important to highlight that poetry and music, 

as Montale’s above quotation suggests, are two separate things which nonetheless can come 

together by ‘occasional fortunes’. In Montale, music – in both its sounds and silences – 

‘enters’ in his poems to the point of creating an interpenetration of music and poetry in his 

poems (as Brooks asserts with reference to ‘Minstrels’).
78

 What becomes visible is the 

significance of musical sounds and silences in Montale’s Ossi. On the one hand, music has a 

primary role in Montale’s thematic ideas, which are influenced by what surrounds him and 

the stimuli he receives, such as the chance to hear Debussy’s Minstrels, which then led 

Montale to compose a poem that clearly has its roots in that musical piece. On the other hand, 

what surrounds him, such as the Ligurian Landscape, is perceived and reproduced in all its 

musical nuances, as in the poem ‘Corno inglese’. As far as silence is concerned, its dialectical 

opposition with music is deconstructed. Montale plays with the concept of silence by 

highlighting it as a source of meaning, rather than something meaningless, and ‘I limoni’ is 

the most eloquent example of this. Moreover, divertissements of alliterations, assonances, and 

repetitions often occur in this collection of poetry, and they demonstrate the poet’s attention 

to musicality, especially with regard to single poetic words.  

This article was not conceived by any means to assert a final viewpoint on the topic, but 

rather to open a new space for future dialogue regarding this aspect of Montale, by re-

considering the dialectical opposition of sound and silence as first endeavoured by 

McCormick.
79

 In taking up the baton from McCormick, this paper can be perceived as an 

attempt to encourage progressive continuation within criticism on Montale. This will 

hopefully lead to further speculation on sound and silence, especially with regard to his other 

collections of poetry.  
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